1. Introduction. The object of the present paper is to obtain a formal solution of certain dual integral equations possessing general ff-functions as kernels. The result obtained is in fact an extension of the result given quite recently by Fox [3, p. 395] . The importance of the result established lies in the fact that the solution of dual integral equations involving general Meijer's G-functions and nearly all the special functions occurring in Applied Mathematics can be derived as particular cases from our result on account of the most general character of the .fiT-function.
We define the .ff-function by means of the Mellin-Barnes integral [2, p. 49] m.» / aj, Aj\ where an empty product is to be interpreted as unity and the following simplified assumptions are made.
(i) ay, Aj,bkandBkare all real for j=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , (pA-n) and k=l, 2,
(ii) ^4,'s and Bk's are positive for j= 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , (pA-n) and k = l, 2,
• • • , (qA-m).
(iii) All the poles of the integrand in (2) are simple.
(iv) Let s = aArit, a and t being real; then the contour L along which the integral of (2) is taken, is a straight line parallel to the imaginary axis in the complex s-plane whose equation is o-= <r0, where (To is a constant. The contour is such that all the poles of T(bkA-Bks) when |/| is large and therefore the integral (2) converges absolutely if the conditions (viii) and (ix) are satisfied. The dual integral equations to be discussed here are as follows:
where (pix) and ypix) are given and fix) is to be determined. We assume that the //-function of (5) satisfies all the conditions given above with a, replaced by Cj and bk replaced by dk ior j=l, 2, • • • , in+p) and k=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , iq+m). We also assume that a common value of o-0 can be found for both the //-functions.
2. The Mellin transform. As usual we denote the Mellin transform oifiu) by 30? {/(«)} and if 9W {/(«)} =Fis), we shall also write/(m) = m~1{Fis)}. Conditions of the validity of (6) and (7) are given in [6, § §1.29, 1 .37].
The Parseval theorem of the Mellin transform has been restated by Fox [3, p. 391] in the following form which will be found useful in our investigations.
If m{h(u)} = H(s)
and
From (2) and (7) it is easily seen that w[H^M7k,t)]
and this follows from (2) if the condition (ix) of §1 holds. On using 2tt {f(u)} = F(s) and applying (8) to (4) and (5) 
where x>l by virtue of (9).
3. The reduction of (10) and (11) to equations with a common kernel. In this section we will transform the equations (10) and (11) into two others with the same kernel by the application of fractional integration operators.
Our main aim here is to transform In making these transformations we will make use of the fractional integration operators defined by Erdelyi [l, p. 220], We now proceed to make the first transformation.
In (10) On setting
(21) and (22) can be put into a compact form m n l II rfo,+ sBj) n ria -sAj)
(24) is the reduction of (10) and (11) to two equations with a common kernel. On treating the kernel of (24) as an unsymmetrical Fourier kernel and following a procedure adopted by Fox [3, p. 395] it is found that (24) can be written as This is the formal solulion of (10) and (11) and many important properties of the function fix) can be obtained from it. Applying (8) to (25) , that is the operators will be due to Kober in this case. In conclusion the author wishes to thank Professor Charles Fox for his helpful suggestions and criticisms during the preparation of this paper.
